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Attorney Beth McMillan joined MGC’s Greenville office in 2011, specializing in
professional liability, products liability and business litigation. She has been
recognized in Greenville Business Magazine’s Legal Elite of the Update for the
past five years, receiving the top attorney vote in 2015, 2018 and 2019, for her
successful litigation practice. Beth was also a recipient of the South Carolina
Lawyers Weekly Leadership in Law award in 2016.

As a member of MGC’s COVID-19 Response Team, Beth is prompt in informing
clients on the latest legal issues as they analyze and process their claims. “The
biggest coverage issues will be whether or not the business interruption claims
will be covered and whether or not physical damage has occurred to property,”
she says. “With regard to D&O and E&O claims, the most significant coverage
issues will be whether the broad personal injury exclusion and the intentional
acts exclusion will apply to exclude coverage.”

Beth also finds it imperative to be available for any questions or concerns that
clients may have, and to provide consistent updates on how the courts are
responding to claims. “I check-in with clients regularly to make sure they are
not overwhelmed by the onslaught of claims they are seeing related to
COVID-19, and to give them encouragement,” she adds.
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This legal update is published as a service to our clients and friends. It is intended to
provide general information and does not constitute legal advice regarding any
specific situation. Past success does not indicate likelihood of success in any future
legal representation.
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